W hat WILL YOU CREATE TODAY
YOU A RE A WORK IN PROGRE S S.
Who you are today is different from who you’ll be tomorrow and who you were yesterday.
Every day, you are becoming you. When your innermost thoughts and ideas are expressed
creatively through words and art, authentic self-discovery can strike in rare and remarkable
ways. Becoming Me: A Work In Progress by Andrea Pippins is a fun and inspiring resource
to get your creative juices flowing.
Although journaling and doodling and brainstorming can be a rewarding solo experience,
they can also be fulfilling and fun activities for a group.

Thinking of hosting a fun
at-home party with friends?
This downloadable party kit has something
for every creative mind and venture.
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Want to fly solo?
Skip to the activities starting on page 3,
download and print them, and get started!

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
AndreaPippins.com FlyGirlBlog.com
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HOW TO HO S T YOUR OW N C OLORING PA R T Y
Color has always been a great source of inspiration for people: a beautiful sunset, the
stunning blues and greens on the feathers of a peacock, the deep greens of a quiet forest.
Now, coloring is not only a source for inspiring creativity, it’s also proven to be a calming
(and fun!) activity that helps people tap into their inner selves.

COLOR ING PA RT Y AC T I V I T Y IDE A S

Activity #1: Magnificent Mural

This is a creative group coloring activity that lots of people can create together.

Material s:
●●

●●

A selection of colored pens, colored pencils, and/or colored markers. Offer lots of
options to inspire the most creativity.
You can also use acrylic paints—they are quick-drying, water-soluble, and easy to clean
up. If you decide to use paint, you’ll want to have several colors on hand and a couple of
synthetic paintbrushes (ideally with a round tip) for each color, as well as a drop cloth
and some masking tape.

Steps:
●●

●●

●●

●●

Create a blank canvas with butcher paper, several pieces of poster board taped together, or
several feet of cotton fabric or tightly woven linen. Attach your canvas to a long wall using
painter’s tape or tacks.
In large letters, write “This is who I am becoming:” on the blank paper or fabric. Write it in big
block letters that can be filled in with colors, or in big, fancy script.
Let everyone grab a space and fill the mural with personal images and words that complete this
sentence.
Once your mural is complete, take a photo and share on
social media with #BecomingMe.

A t- H o m e T i p s :

●●

Wherever you plan to create your mural, it’s a good idea
to move furniture or cover the area with drop cloths.
Also protect any woodwork or other places you don’t want
to get color on with wide masking tape.

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
AndreaPippins.com FlyGirlBlog.com
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COLOR ING PA RT Y AC T I V I T Y IDE A S

Activity #2: Color Creation and Inspiration
Material s:
●●

A selection of colored pens, colored pencils, and/or colored
markers. Offer lots of options to inspire the most creativity.

Steps:
●●

●●

●●

●●

Make black and white copies of a coloring page from Becoming Me: A Work in Progress or from
I Love My Hair. If you don’t have either of these books, you can download coloring pages from
Andrea Pippin’s Fly blog and make copies.
Find a large, clear table (or several smaller tables) that can serve as your party’s coloring
space.
Play music to bring some energy to the activity! You can use the playlist below or create your
own!
Once you’ve finished your coloring sheets, share photos of them on social media using
#IHeartMyHair or #BecomingMe.

“This Is for My Girls” by Kelly Clarkson, Chloe and
Halle, Missy Elliott, Jadagrace, Lea Michele,
Janelle Monáe, Kelly Rowland, and Zendaya

“The Schuyler Sisters” by Lin-Manuel Miranda
for Hamilton

“Express Yourself” by Madonna

“Cheap Thrills” by Sia

“Formation” by Beyoncé

“We Got the Beat” by The Go-Go’s

“Work from Home” by Fifth Harmony

“Walking on Sunshine” by Katrina and the Waves

“Firework” by Katy Perry

“We Are Family” by The Pointer Sisters
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“Happy” by Pharrell

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
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PORTR A ITS

A DO - IT-YOUR SELF PROJEC T FOR E V ERYONE
How do you see yourself? How do others see you? What inner beauty shines out of you?
In this group activity, each person will put their creativity to work on portraits.
Material s:
●●

8.5" x 11" blank paper

●●

Thin-tipped black ink pen (like a Sharpie Precision pen) to produce line art

●●

Colored markers and/or colored pencils

●●

A chair or other space for a “sitting station”

●●

A flat surface to draw and color on

1.

One person goes first at the sitting station. Another person sets
up to observe the subject and draw the portrait’s line art

2.

Before you start drawing, ask your subject to say three positive
words that describe him or herself—and write them across the
top of the blank page. As the line artist, look at the words and your
subject and ask yourself these questions: How can I reflect these
words and their meaning through this drawing? Can I use color to
express these ideas? Or incorporate the words into the portrait?

3.

Think about what artistic style you will use: Is your portrait going to be a realistic illustration?
Or will it be more abstract and impressionistic? Think outside the frame! This doesn’t have to
be a standard portrait. The emotion and inner beauty of the subject is more important than an
accurate figurative representation.

4.

Once you’ve answered these questions, then begin to draw a portrait of your subject reflecting
those words and emotions in your drawing.

5.

Once everyone in the group has been drawn, pass out the drawn portraits (you should not get
your own portrait—if you do, swap with someone).

6.

Next, using the colored pencils and/or markers, complete the portrait with color, again
keeping the subject’s three self-descriptive words in mind.

The most important part of
this activity is to reflect the
inner beauty of that person
in your portrait. Each step of
each portrait should be done
with love.

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
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Steps:

–a–

Swap –a–

,

A RE YOU RE A DY TO PL AY W ITH C OLOR A ND GE T
YOUR H A ND S DIR T Y W ITH DR AW ING?
Material s:
●●
●●

8.5" x 11" blank paper
Thin-tipped black ink pen (like a Sharpie Precision pen) to
produce line art

●●

Colored markers and/or colored pencils

●●

A flat surface to draw and color on

Steps:

1.

On your blank page, create a doodle by drawing lines
with your thin-tipped black-ink pen. (Use a doodle page
from Becoming Me: A Work In Progress for inspiration.)
Your doodle can be any sort of design: it can be shapes, a
pattern, words, OR a combination of any or all of these.
It can be flowers, fireworks, hair, a waterfall, paisleys,
or inspirational words and phrases.

2.

When everyone’s black-line doodle is completed, pass your
doodle to the person to your right and accept the doodle
from the person to your left.

3.
4.

Color in your neighbor’s doodle.

5.

Create a Doodle Gallery by pinning them to a bulletin board or taping them to a wall. Review them
and give positive feedback on each one. Comment on both the black-line doodle designs and the
color choices. Share your Doodle Gallery on social media using #BecomingMe.
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When you are done coloring, share your artwork with the group. Describe your original doodle
and discuss your coloring choices for the doodle you received.

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
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LETTER IN G W IT H S T YL E
Want to create a “signature style” for your signature? In Becoming Me: A Work In Progress,
Andrea Pippins gives examples of different kinds of lettering including serif, sans serif,
thin, chunky, decorative, script, bubble, and 3D. As the author says: “Lettering is essentially
drawing, or draftsmanship, depending on how precise you choose to be. You can use
virtually any materials for it, but different ones will yield different results and take different
skill levels to master.”
Material s:
●●

●●

A ruler. You’ll need it to plot the overall shape of your piece. Before sketching the letterforms, to
make grids, and block off your letters so they’re spaced appropriately. If you or one of your party
guests would prefer more freedom, feel free to pass on the ruler.
Paper to draw on. There are three most common types:
●

●

●

●●

 lain printer paper: For less formal projects, or in the planning stages, it’s perfectly fine to
P
use this. It’s inexpensive, readily available, and good for getting ideas down.
 ristol board: If you want to give your piece some weight and endurance, this paper is an
B
excellent choice. It’s also perfect for framing. If your using pencil to do you’re hand-lettering,
choose vellum; if you are using ink, plate will work better.
 rid paper: If you’re particular about making sure your lines are straight, or if you’re planning
G
on finalizing your project digitally, grid paper can save you a lot of time in the blocking stage.
It’s also fairly inexpensive and very readily available.

Pencils and pens. It doesn’t matter what kind of pencil you use for the layout and sketch stages.
Ballpoint pens can be used for quick sketches, informal projects, or anything you want to have an
intentionally messy feel.

Steps:

1.
2.
3.

Pick out the fonts you’d like to use from Becoming Me: A Work In Progress—or from another source.

4.

If you’re feeling DIY, consider adding other craft and decorative items like ribbon, stamps, fabric,
string, yarn, magazine cutouts, or anything else you can think of.

Pencil sketch your name (you can also try your hand at designing a favorite quote). If you’d like, you
can add some flourishes or other design elements around your lettering. Once you are done, use ink
to finish your piece and then use colored pencils or pens to add color.

Once everyone is done, put all the name signs on display. Add a small hook on the back to hang
it up at home. Feel free to take a picture of your finished work and share on social media using
#BecomingMe.
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5.

Measure and block out your piece so that your letters are all spaced as you like.

#IHeartMyHair #BecomingMe
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